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This invention; relates a to: an: improved,‘ con, 
tainer "theetypewadaptedzto transportm?oadto 

oifdischarg‘e andither.cre?’ect;l dumping of 
broader aspects, theme 

anoint: 

piiiic'abie to; ' . . 

pparentzto-riilhinseas‘killed inatherarti the .-in= 
.‘hasgpartieular: utility when; appiied; to 

" oi HeityPeethatiarea-picked up and 
‘ V . :tmekecarried risrsuchiforyex 

ample; as: disclosecl-r, in: the.-;» patentptori George- R. 
Dempster, No. 2,179,779, granted; November 

1-9891: fen-Transportinezand-inumping:Vchicle. 
“In; dumpin containers, on: the: character; re, 

reread: ttfnit as‘: been; customarvv 'tozrprovi'der for 
the? dump‘ oiz'the‘: oontainerfrearlwardly; of j the 
ifucl'éieearrie 'rielr , This}.requirescthatgthe truck 
bet backed 11mm: tlziezpoint izidischerga There 
are‘ conditions;-:_ hoivcverew ercin;iris-desirable 
than she vancontainer "rbeacapabla otidumping to 
thegs'ide 0fthéetiflwkrciillriedfirigr To; illustrate, 
in'ibuildi?g“ *' houlde. on“ 841179311: itWiSrdeSirabIQ, 
insteadio “dump ‘ 311.0! :‘gravel; at one-ypoint 

hitheznecessity thereafter;transportingdhe, 
alonggthei-trench li!‘11\.WhiChii the shoulder is 
bail}; to;.»de1iver;- 111.1651 erazvel~.. progressively 

aioiiertheatrenchzaswthew truele-carrieduig moves 
narsllchthereto. ‘ Theresa-reza-lsozinstanees zwhere 
i-rnimdischareiiigi aiload intozaebinrore-other re 
ceiving: space; there? is; inadequate: space for 
mamuvleringrthe: truck forrrrearxrdumpina and : it 
iii-“therefore: desirable - dumprithezloadz from; a 
trueklidm umalon vside they-bitter;otherne 
cei-vi-ngéspaicerinstead,io£ifbeine';backed-§into posir 
tidri'a, , , ‘ ‘ 

Itgisf amobi est ‘oi-1:" this rinreritionztoz providezan 
imam e111 dumsina. container: which 7; will ¢_ effect 
dumpinzhla rail 

er » 

distiiiieeelonaitlierdireetionpitravel; ‘ 
‘ Anothe' .kobiiect'riof thisrinventiom‘isjtoprovide 
an improve "container;Yor‘theetypeccharacterized 

'eei ‘ i 

, 'ention~.1istozpnovide 
' . 10f the-itypeacharacterized 
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Other objects of, the ‘f invention - will; appear as 
the description of the‘inven-tion, proceeds‘ 
Brie?y stated, an improved container embody 

ing ‘the, present 7 invention, which may be: of any ‘ 
suitable size; shapeand construction, is provided 
with- a bottom: dumping;_ section hinged,‘ to one 
side‘ of;the container and provided with two pairs 
of , liftingxpins, brackets;v or the like», by which‘ the 
container,maybe-elevated. One-memberof each 
of "said pairs is disposed: orrathe- side of=-the;con— 
tainery to: which. the; bottomrdumping- section is 
hinged, while-the:other'members‘oi saidrtwo pairs 
are-respectively‘ mounted on the dumping sec 
tion; and on the body, ofthe, container above said 
dumping ‘section at? theside, of , the-container op 
posite; to: that“ ofithe ‘?rst referred to l-members. 

‘ The: bottom; dumping: section iszpreferably so 
constructed; as tobconstitutaa" chute; and in the 
preferred ‘embodiment said1;bottom_.dumping sec 
tion includes a: pivoted extension; aiso preferably 
in‘~v the" form of-' a» chute, ,which may" either” be 
swung“ against the: end‘ of ‘I the container'sol as~not 
to increase the" transverse‘: dimension of the‘ ‘con 
tainer or be-moved‘rto constitute an extension“ of 
the'main portion of the bottom dumping,‘ section. 
The invention is capable of receiving-"a. variety 

of ‘mechanical expressions only one ofzwl‘iich has 
been‘ illustrated" on the accompanying drawing, 
audit is therefore‘to ‘be expressly understood that 
the drawing is for‘ purposes of illustration“ only 
and‘is notto be construedasa~de?nition~ofthe 
limits“ of ‘the invention, reference'being had to the 
appended claims- forethat purpose; 
Referring in detaii'to the accompanying draw 

ing, wherein thesame-referen‘ce characters are 
employed,‘ to ,designate corresponding‘ parts in 
the ?gures, ‘ 

Fig.‘ 1 is a perspective (viewer: animproved con 
tainer ‘embodying thepresent invention; and; 

Fig. 2‘is_a side View ofsaidicontainer, partly’ in 
section on line 2+2} of“ Fig, 1,‘ to asomeWhat 
smaller scale; to illustrate thedumping. provisions 
in closed- and open position» 
A container; embodying? the- present: invention 

may be‘, of any suitable size, - shape, and ‘construc 
tion. In the embodiment illustrated the» con 
tainer - is‘ ‘ of’ generally,“ rectangular: construction 
and ‘ comprises front and rear: walls-g l0 and; I ‘I as 
viewed from, the-direction inawhich thecontainer 
would normally be transported, ‘and lateralwalls 
l2i andnl3hsaid-zwallsslil, ll‘,- [Land?lde?ning 
the sides . of , the- container. LateralwalL I2 1 as 
illustrated extends forthe-aiuH-depth of the con 

; tainer, and‘ at‘its lower edge _ may ‘be suitably rc 
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enforced, as by bending the portion of the wall 
backwardly on itself as shown at [4. 
Mounted at the lower edge of and supported 

from said lateral wall l2 by any suitable number 
of hinges ill of any suitable construction is the 
main or body portion of a bottom dumping sec 
tion which also includes a pivotal extension to be 
described. The body portion of the bottom 
dumping section comprises a bottom wall l6 and 
upstanding walls I‘! and [8 at the front and rear 
edges thereof. Bottom wall I6 may be provided 
with any suitable re-enforcing members, such 
as indicated diagrammatically at [9, so as to 
give adequate rigidity thereto. As shown the 
walls I1 and I8 telescope exteriorly over the 
front and rear walls !0 and H, which are illus 
trated as extending the full depth of the con 
tainer, walls I‘! and I8 having upper edges 20 
and 2! which are inclined to the bottom wall IS. 
The body portion of the bottom dumping section 
l6, l1, 15 thus takes the form of a chute of 
progressively greater depth away from the hinge 
axis l5. ' 

Pivotally mounted on the bottom wall It by‘ 
any suitable number of hinges 22 of any suitable 
construction is an extension of the body portion 
of the bottom dumping section, said extension 
being composed of a wall 23 at the front and 
rear edges of which are angularly extending walls 
24 and 25. As illustrated, wall 23 is formed to 
lie against the wall l3, which also extends the 
full depth of the container, and the walls 24 and 
25, which are here shown as having arcuate edges 
although such is not necessary, are so disposed 
as to telescope over the walls I1 and I8 when . 
wall 23 is moved into face contact with the wall 
13. The hinges 22 may be friction hinges of 
any suitable construction so that the extension 
23, 24, 25, when moved to the desired angle with 
respect to the body portion of the bottom dump 
ing section l6, I1, l8, will remain at said angle 
during the dumping operation as hereinafter ex 
plained or, if preferred, said hinges may be so 
constructed that the extension 23, 24, 25 will 
move under the weight of the load to the position 
shown in Fig. 2 when the container is raised and 
the body portion of the bottom dumping section 
is tilted as hereinafter explained. In order to 
limit the extent of movement of the extension 
with respect to the body portion vof the bottom A 
dumping section the front and rear walls It] and 
II may be provided with stop members, here 
shown as angle pieces 26 suitably secured thereto, 
and the walls 24 and 25 of the extension may 
carry suitable projecting pieces 21 for engage- r 
ment with said angle pieces 26 when the exten 
sion has moved through an angle of approximate 
ly 90°. In this latter position it will be observed 
that the walls 24 and 25 of the extension con 
stitute extensions in laterally contiguous planes 
of the walls I‘! and [8 of the body portion of the 
bottom dumping section, with wall 23 projecting 
as an approximate continuation of wall I6; said 
extension 23, 24, 25 also being in the form of a 
chute which constitutes an extension of the 
chute provided by the body portion of the bottom 
dumping section. 
The container so far described is provided with 

two pairs of lifting means which may take the 
form of pins, brackets, or the like, of any suitable 
construction. As illustrated, one pair of lifting 
pins 28 and 29 are mounted in any suitable way, 
as by bracket plates 30, on the lateral wall l2 
and on wall 23 of the extension 23, 24, 25. 'A 
second pair of lifting pins or the like, here shown 
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as in the form of apertured brackets 31 and 32, 
are secured in any suitable way to the side walls 
l2 and I3 above the body portion of the bottom 
dumping section. While conventional lifting 
pins have been shown at 28 and 29 and apertured 
brackets at 3| and 32, it is to be understood that 
the lifting pins may be used at all of these locali 
ties or brackets may be used at these localities or 
any other suitable lifting provisions may be sup 
plied instead. ‘ f f . ‘ 3‘ 
With the container resting on 'its' bottom and 

the extension 23, 24, 25 in the position shown in 
Fig. 1, with its wall 23 in face contact with the 
wall [3, a conventional rectangular container is 
provided which may be ?lled with any suitable 
load in any suitable way. By attaching cables, 
chainsor the like, provided with any suitable 
attaching means such as hooks, to the lifting 
pins 28 and 29, the container with its load may 
be lifted onto a truck chassis, as for example by 
means of a rig such as disclosed in the aforesaid 
Dempster patent. During the lifting of the con 
tainer the body portion of’ the bottom dumping 
section is held telescoped with respect to ‘walls 
I!) and H, closing the bottom of the container, 
and the extension on the body portion of the 
bottom'dumping ‘section is held in its position 
with wall 23 held against wall l3 as shown in 
Fig. 1, because the container with its load is 
being lifted by a lifting pin on the dumping sec 
tion at its extension as well as by one on the body 
of the container. ' ' 
When the transported load reaches the point 

of delivery the cables, chains or the like are de 
tached from the lifting pins 28 and 29 and at 
tached to the pins, brackets or the like at 3! and 
32. If now the container is elevated above the 
chassis of the truck, the weight of the load on the 
body portion of the bottom dumping section it, 
ll, l8 causes the latter to move around itshinge 
axis I5, the end of the body portion of the bot 
tom dumping section toward the extension rest 
ing on the side of the truck chassis. The exten 
sion 23, 24, 25 can be moved around its pivot axis 
22 to the desired angularity, in which position 
the extension constitutes a prolongation of the 
chute provided by the body portion of the bot 
tom dumping section l6, l1, l8. When friction 
hinges are provided at 22 the angularity between 
the extension and the body portion of the bottom 
dumping section may be maintained as so set, 
or if preferred the extension may be moved. by 
the weight of the load bearing on the wall 23,,as 
soon as the tilting of said body portion exposes 
wall 723 to the load, until the extension moves 
through 90°, in which position the extension will 
be stopped by the engagement of the pieces 2? 
with the angle pieces 26. Having regard for the 
rate of ?ow of the material constituting the load, 
the rate at which the load will be discharged 
from the chute provided by the body portion of 
the bottom dumping section and its extension 
can be nicely predetermined by the amount to 
which the container is elevated and therefore the 
angle of inclination of the body portion of the 
bottom'dumping section and its extension. 

It will therefore be perceived that the present 
invention provides a container which can be 
dumped laterally with respect to the direction of 
transportation and at a rate determined by‘tlie 
inclination of the bottom dumping section in its 
entirety. By properly determining the vertical 
dimension of the wall 23 the extent to which the 
load may be discharged away from the side of the 
truck can also be predetermined. When the ex 
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tension 23, 24, 25 is in its closed position, however, 
the transverse dimension of the container is not 
increased substantially, so that a container in 
conformity with the present invention provides 
for discharge of the load well beyond the side of 
the truck without increasing,r the transverse 
dimension of the container. By reason of its 
manner of operation the container provides for a 
lateral discharge of the load at a rate which can 
be nicely controlled, so that a load can be dis 
tributed along a substantial distance as the truck 
moves along a desired line. At the same time if 
it is desired that there be a rapid discharge of the 
load into a bin or other receiving space at the side 
of the truck, this may readily be effected by lifting 
the container so that a maximum rate of flow 
therefrom can be obtained. As both the body 
portion of the bottom dumping section and its 
extension are in the form of chutes the discharg 
ing load is guided in the desired direction with 
minimum opportunity for lateral escape. At the 
same time, a container in conformity with the 
present invention can be inexpensively fabricated 
out of a relatively simple parts. 
While the embodiment of the invention illus 

trated on the drawing has been described with 
considerable particularity, it is to be expressly 
understood that the invention is not limited 
thereto, as the same is capable of receiving a 
variety of mechanical expressions, some of which 
will now readily suggest themselves to those skill 
ed in the art, while changes may be made in the 
details of construction, size, arrangement, shape, 
etc., without departing from the spirit of this in 
vention. It is also to be understood that certain 
features of the invention are not limited to con 
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tainers for dumping sidewise with respect to the ‘ 
direction of transportation. Reference is there 
fore to be had to the appended claims for a 
de?nition of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a device of the character described, a 

container including opposed lateral walls, a bot 
tom dumping section hingedly mounted at the 
lower edge of one of said lateral walls to form a 
laterally discharging chute, a pair of lifting 
means mounted respectively on the lateral wall 
at the hinged end of said bottom dumping section 
and on a Wall of said bottom dumping section, 
and a second pair of lifting means respectively 
mounted on said two lateral walls above said bot 
tom dumping section. 

2. In a device of the character described, a 
container including opposed lateral walls, a bot 
tom dumping section having opposed lateral edges 
hingedly mounted at one of said lateral edges to 
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the lower edge of one of said lateral walls and in— 
cluding an extension pivotally mounted thereon 
at the other lateral edge and movable from a 
position adjacent the other lateral wall to a posi 
tion in which it forms an extension for the bot 
tom dumping section, a pair of lifting means 
mounted respectively on the lateral wall at the 
hinged end of said bottom dumping section and 
on a wall of said extension, and a second pair of 
lifting means respectively mounted on said two 
lateral walls above said bottom dumping section. 

3. In a device of the character described, a 
container including opposed lateral walls, a bot 
tom dumping section hingedly mounted at the 
lower edge of one of said lateral walls, said bot 
tom dumping section including a bottom wall and 
a pair of upstanding walls forming a chute, an 
extension pivoted to the edge of said bottom wall 
opposite the hinge of the bottom dumping section 
of a depth to close the end of said chute, angular 
ly extending walls on said extension adapted to 
telescope over said upstanding walls, a pair of 
lifting means mounted respectively on the lateral 
wall at the hinged end of said bottom dumping 
section and on said extension, a second pair of 
lifting means respectively mounted on said two 
lateral walls above said bottom dumping sec 
tion, and means for predetermining the extent 
of movement of said extension with respect to the 
container. 

tl. In a device of the character described, a 
container including a plurality of walls de?ning 
the sides of the container, a bottom dumping sec 
tion hingedly mounted at the lower edge of one 
of said sides, said bottom dumping section in 
cluding a body portion having a bottom wall and 
a pair of walls extending upwardly from said bot 
tom wall to form a chute, and an extension piv 
otally mounted on said bottom wall and movable 
from a position adjacent one of the side walls 
of the container to a position in which the exten 
sion constitutes an extension for said chute. 

GEORGE R. DEMPS'I'ER. 
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